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ABSTRACT

The Zwicky Transient Facility is a time-domain optical survey that has substantially increased our

ability to observe and construct massive catalogs of astronomical objects by use of its 47 square degree

camera that can observe in multiple filters. However the telescope’s i-band filter suffers from significant

atmospheric fringes that reduce photometric precision, especially for faint sources and in multi-epoch

co-additions. Here we present a method for constructing models of these atmospheric fringes using

Principal Component Analysis that can be used to identify and remove these image artifacts from

science images. In addition, we present the Uniform Background Indicator as a quantitative measure-

ment of correlated background noise and its relationship to reduced photometric error after removing

fringes. We conclude by evaluating the effect of our method on measuring faint sources through the

injection and recovery of artificial faint sources in both single-image epochs and co-additions. Our

method for constructing atmospheric fringe models, and using those models for cleaning images, is

available for public download in the open source python package fringez.

1. INTRODUCTION

Large scale synoptic surveys have made the generation

of optical images efficient to obtain and consequently

ubiquitous. Surveys such as the Palomar Transient Fac-

tory (Law et al. 2009), Catalina Real-Time Transient

Survey (Drake et al. 2009), Zwicky Transient Facility

(Bellm et al. 2019b; Graham et al. 2019; Masci et al.

2018) and others have revolutionized our understanding

of the universe through massive transient datasets that

require advances in computational techniques to process

the ever growing stockpile of data they generate. The

Vera C. Rubin Observatory will generate 20 terabytes

of data per night, totalling over 500 petabytes of imag-

ing data over the 10 years of the survey (Ivezić et al.

2019). Such data flows necessitate that the reduction of

raw images into science images must be systematic and

require minimal human intervention, all while removing

transient and significant sources of noise.

One such significant source of noise in long wavelength

optical imaging are atmospheric emission lines. These

emission lines are brought about by highly non-thermal

atomic and molecular transitions (primarily O II and

OH) and are influenced by the temperature and density

of the upper and lower atmosphere as well as the current

solar activity. Thus the strength of these lines can vary

throughout the night and are also proportional to the

airmass through which the telescope is pointed. Fringe

patterns appear when these wavelengths fall onto thin

CCDs due to the self-interference caused from light re-

flecting off of the back of the imaging instrument before

it is absorbed by the CCD itself Bernstein et al. (2017).

Thick CCDs rarely see this effect save at the longest

wavelengths. For thin CCDs, these fringe patterns can

introduce significant background noise into i-band and

z-band images, rendering photometry and image sub-

traction ineffective at faint magnitudes without a cali-

bration correction that successfully removes these atmo-

spheric fringes. These fringes also appear in interference

image spectrometers where attempts have been made to

remove them using wavelet transformations (Ren et al.

2017).

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical

method for reducing data to a set of orthogonal compo-

nents by finding directions of minimal variance within

the data (Jolliffe & Cadima 2016). PCA has been shown

to be an effective method for modeling and removing
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these atmospheric fringes from optically red and near-

IR images. These methods work by building a set of or-

thogonal component images, extracted from a large sam-

ple of representative images, which can approximate the

fringes of an image through linear combination. Individ-

ual images are dotted against these orthogonal compo-

nent images resulting in eigenvalues that, when used as

weights to these orthogonal images, generate bias images

of the atmospheric fringes. These bias images correct

the photometric inaccuracy for an image’s astrophysical

sources caused by fringes which, when removed, increase

photometric precision considerably.

Previous PCA methods for atmospheric fringe sub-

traction constructed orthogonal images by down-

sampling science images into a lower resolution before

re-parameterization of the data. Bernstein et al. (2017)

compress an image into a sparse set of features before

attempting reduction into orthogonal components. This

method has had strong results but sacrifices the power

to potentially resolve contributions from individual at-

mospheric lines due to the compression. PCA performed

on a per-pixel basis is more computationally expensive

but has the power to capture these individual fringe

effects, resulting in more accurate image photometry,

subtraction and co-additions.

The computational resources dedicated to the reduc-

tion and calibration of astronomical images has grown

over the decades to keep up with the increasing flow of

data. The development of highly optimized PCA algo-

rithms, along with additional computational resources,

have now made it possible to perform per-pixel PCA

analysis on science images for atmospheric fringe mod-

eling. Here we present the implementation of such a

method on full resolution Zwicky Transient Facility i-

band data. In section 2, we outline the Zwicky Tran-

sient Facility instrument and dataset. In Section 3, we

present our method for implementing per-pixel PCA at-

mospheric fringe modeling and removal, as well as the

Uniform Background Indicator as a quantitative mea-

sure of correlated background noise. In Section 4, we

analyze the results of applying our method, including

increased photometric precision on faint sources and the

ability to detect otherwise undetectable faint sources in

multi-epoch co-additions. We discuss and conclude in

Section 5.

2. THE ZWICKY TRANSIENT FACILITY

INSTRUMENT

The Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) is an optical

time-domain survey that has been operating on the 48-

inch Samuel Oschin Telescope at Palomar Observatory

since March 2018 (Bellm et al. 2019b; Graham et al.

2019). ZTF’s camera covers 47 square degrees in a

single exposure, enabling coverage of the entire visible

Northern sky every few nights in ZTF g-band, r-band

and i-band filters with an average 2.0′′ FWHM on a

plate scale of 1.01′′ pixel−1. The ZTF camera is divided

into 16 CCDs, each covered with an anti-reflective (AR)

coating, with each CCD split into four separate readout

channels for a total of 64 readout channels (Dekany et al.

2020). Surveys for the telescope over its first several

years of operations (Bellm et al. 2019a) have a standard

30 second exposures that achieve median limiting magni-

tudes of r ≈ 21.0, g ≈ 21.25, and i ≈ 20.0 (Bellm et al.

2019b). The Infrared Processing and Analysis Center

(IPAC) reduces the data for the ZTF survey, including

producing a real-time alert stream triggered by transient

event detections on difference images (Patterson et al.

2018). In addition to these alerts, the ZTF collabora-

tion routinely produces public data releases that con-

tain, among other data products, lightcurves assembled

from single image point spread function (PSF) photom-

etry for every star in the northern sky that appears in a

deep co-added reference image (Masci et al. 2018). Ref-

erence images are ideally constructed from 40 individ-

ual exposures, although weather and visibility produces

variable results for different areas of the sky. ZTF’s ob-

serving time is split between public observations (40%),

funded by the National Science Foundation’s Mid-Scale

Innovations Program (MSIP), partnership observations

(40%), which are held in a proprietary period for col-

laboration members of the survey, and Caltech obser-

vations (20%). Starting in 2020, ZTF has entered its

second phase as ZTF-II with 50% of observation time

funded by a 2-night MSIP survey. The ZTF i-band fil-

ter is used exclusively for partnership observations, such

as the ZTF Ultra Deep Survey (ZUDS). Due to the de-

creased limiting magnitude of the i-band relative to the

g- and r-band, standard exposures are set to 90 seconds

and increase the limiting magnitude to a comparable

value. Atmospheric fringes appear exclusively in the i-

band and therefore this work is entirely performed on

partnership data.

3. METHOD FOR REMOVING ATMOSPHERIC

FRINGES

In this paper, we remove atmospheric fringes from op-

tical images in two steps. First the PCA eigen-vectors

for a readout-channel are extracted from a large set of

images with significant fringing. Second each image is

processed through this model to generate a unique bias

image that, when subtracted from the original image,

removes the atmospheric fringes. Figure 1 displays a vi-
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sual representation of the steps we will now outline here

in more detail.
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Figure 1. The process for removing atmospheric fringes is
done in two steps. A fringe model for each readout channel
is constructed from processing a set of fringe maps through
PCA training, where fringe maps are a clipped and scaled
version of single-epoch images. This step is only performed
once. Cleaning every single-epoch image thereafter is per-
formed by using the eigen-vectors in the fringe model to
generate a fringe bias image for each fringed image. This
fringe bias is subtracted from the science image to create
a clean image. Functions for generating fringe models and
cleaning fringed images can be found in the open source
fringez package under the executables fringez-generate

and fringez-clean respectively.

ZTF’s reduction pipeline is designed to process each of

the camera’s 64 readout-channels separately. We there-

fore begin by gathering images of a common readout-

channel together for model generation, with the goal of

generating 64 fringe models. Training images were se-

lected by gathering all i-band images between 2019-04-

01 and 2020-04-01 and removing images with a limiting

magnitude less than 19. This cut on limiting magnitude

removes cloudy and other images from our sample that

would fail to have a photometric measurement of the

night sky and thus its atmospheric lines. By including

all images within these dates we ensure a representa-

tive sample of atmospheric conditions and airmass which

are correlated with the strength of atmospheric fringes.

There are 550,365 i-band images included in total, with

each fringe model trained on between 8,062 and 8,898

images.

The location and strength of atmospheric fringes are

independent of the astrophysical sources. Therefore

these sources must be removed from each image prior

to training in order to reduce the confusion in the PCA

variance reduction process. The preferred method for

identifying pixels containing astrophysical sources is to

use the quality masks produced by IPAC that labels

pixels containing a source in each image’s source cata-

log. In cases where this pixel mask cannot be obtained,

pixels containing sources were identified by calculating

the median absolute deviation for the image and flag-

ging pixels that were 5 standard deviations above or

below the image’s median value. All pixels flagged as

containing sources were replaced with the value of the

image’s global median, removing stars from our images

without changing the value of the vast majority of pix-

els. This image must now be transformed to a stan-

dard scale so that it can be trained with other images

taken at different airmass and limiting magnitude. This

scaling was done by subtracting the median from the

image, and dividing the result by the median absolute

deviation. We call this training image a fringe map,

as it traces the relative location and strength of only

the atmospheric fringes. Each fringe map in the train-

ing set was then transformed into a (1, Ncol × Nrow)

array simply by flattening the original 2-dimensional ar-

ray. A reasonable assumption would be that collaps-

ing the spatial correlation present in the 2-dimensional

image would make our method less effective. However

this concern proved unfounded, as experimentation with

fitting sub-images of different sizes resulted in no im-

provement on our method. Each pixel in the flattened

fringe map was treated as a separate feature in our PCA

analysis, resulting in 9,461,760 features (3080 rows by

3072 columns) for each model. The eigenvalues for each

feature was determined using the randomized Singular

Value Decomposition method (Martinsson et al. (2011),

Halko et al. (2011)). Each 1-dimensional eigen-vector

was reconstructed into the original image shape to cre-

ate an eigen-image. The final fringe model is a set of

eigen-images capturing orthogonal contributions to the

variance in each pixel.

Individual science images can have their atmospheric

fringes removed using the eigen-images in these models.
First, a fringe map is generated for the science image

using the above procedure. This fringe map is dotted

against the eigen-images of the fringe model and each

component in the vector is divided by the square root of

that component’s explained variance. The resulting ar-

ray of weights is then dotted back into the square root of

the model’s explained variance multiplied by the com-

ponents. This single image, constructed from a linear

combination of the model’s eigen-images, is multiplied

by the science image’s median absolute deviation and

named a fringe bias. A clean image is finally generated

by subtracting the fringe bias from the fringed science

image.

An example of each of the images in this process are

shown in Figure 2. This figure visually demonstrates the

results of our method. The original image is a 90 second

https://github.com/MichaelMedford/fringez
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i-band exposure that contains a representative amount

of atmospheric fringes. The fringe map is almost entirely

devoid of individual sources, although the source pixel

identification method does struggle around particularly

bright stars. The fringe bias generated from process-

ing the fringe map through the fringe model successfully

identifies the location and strength of each atmospheric

fringe. The clean image has nearly all of the atmospheric

fringing pattern removed while retaining most all of the

astrophysical sources.

Figure 2. An example of an i-band image in the vari-
ous steps of our fringe removal method. Science images are
clipped and scaled to produce a fringe map. The fringe map
is processed through a fringe model to generate a fringe bias.
This bias image is subtracted from the original fringed im-
age to create a cleaned image. While the fringe model is
constructed only once, each single-epoch image has a unique
fringe bias determined by the linear combination of eigen-
images in the fringe model that best reconstructs the fringe
map. This ensures that the fringe model can successfully
remove fringes arising from a variety of airmass and seeing
conditions.

The arithmetic average of the fringe maps used to

train the fringe model for each readout-channel is shown

in Figure 3, with each readout-channel placed on a com-

mon gray-scale. The pattern that clearly emerges is on

the level not of the readout-channel but on the CCD,

where the fringe patterns connect into large circular

patterns. The etching process for creating a thinned

CCD uses a circular buffer that removes layers of the

chip to create a uniformly thick device. The average of

the training fringe maps identifies the residual thickness

variations for each CCD. Work is ongoing to use these

psuedo-measurements of the thickness to improve the

ZTF data quality pipeline. The inner 32 readout chan-

nels (16 ≤ rcid < 48) and the outer 32 readout channels

(0 ≤ rcid < 16, 48 ≤ rcid < 64) have distinctly different

amounts of atmospheric fringing present in their images.

The inner readout channels have two layers of AR coat-

ing while the top and bottom rows of CCDs have a single

layer coating. This causes the outer readout channels

to have a higher reflectivity at the longer wavelengths

where fringing occurs and thus a larger contrast of the

fringing pattern.

Figure 3. The average of the training fringe maps for each
readout channel’s fringe model on the ZTF camera, all placed
onto a common gray-scale. These circular patterns roughly
trace the thickness variations in the CCD and show the cir-
cular pattern resulting from flattening the device. The in-
ner 32 readout channels show significantly less atmospheric
fringing due to an additional layer of anti-reflective coating,
as compared to the outer 32 readout channels.

The eigen-images for readout channel 13 are shown in

Figure 4 as a representative example of a fringe model.

Each pixel in the image is trained as a separate feature

and yet the fringe patterns across pixels remain coher-

ent after reconstruction into the original image dimen-

sions. This confirms that the components are calculat-

ing correlated eigen-vectors for the different features. In

addition to the atmospheric fringes, the PCA training

appears to be capturing global flux backgrounds that re-

main after flat fielding and these backgrounds dominate
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the higher order components. This indicates that some

global scale variations in flux remain after the execution

of the ZTF flat-fielding pipeline that could possibly be

improved by implementing a PCA method. We note

that PCA requires setting the number of components,

or number of eigen-vectors, for the reduction algorithm.

The fractional explained variance for all of the compo-

nents are also shown in Figure 4. On average across the

64 readout channels, the first component captures 64.6%

of the pixel variance while the sixth component captures

only 5.0% of the pixel variance. In total six PCA com-

ponents reconstructs 95.0% of the variance seen in our

pixel sample. Adding additional components failed to

significantly increase the amount of fractional explained

variance as the previous component. We therefore de-

termined that six components was sufficient to capture

the variation due to atmospheric fringes.

Successfully training the fringe models requires simul-

taneously holding large numbers of training images in

computer memory in order to execute singular value de-

composition. The large number of images that train

each of our 64 fringe models total in memory from 285

gigabytes to 314 gigabytes. We trained our models on

the Cori Haswell nodes at the NERSC Supercomputer

located at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.

The Haswell nodes each have 128 GB of RAM, making

it impossible to include such a large number of images

in our training sets without modifying our method. In

cases where access to computational resources are lim-

ited such as this one, our training method can be al-

tered by down-sampling the training set. Training im-

ages were sorted by limiting magnitude and split into

300 sub-stacks of approximately equal depth. A sin-

gle training image was created from each sub-stack by

taking the median of the fringe maps in the sub-stack.

These 300 fringe maps totalled approximately 110 GB

and were therefore able to be fed simultaneously into

our training process. Comparing the fringe models that

result from training on down-sampled fringe maps pro-

duced comparable results to training on individual fringe

maps for smaller sample sizes.

The code used for generating fringe models from

ZTF i-band images and cleaning these fringed science

images has been released in the open-source package

fringez (Michael Medford 2021). The fringez pack-

age includes command line executables and python

functions for downloading the fringe models com-

puted as a result of this work, producing fringe

bias images, and cleaning fringed science images.

This package is available for download and installa-

tion at https://github.com/MichaelMedford/fringez,

and all fringe models are available for download at

Figure 4. Each readout channel has a distinct fringe model
with six eigen-images constructed from the reduction of thou-
sands of training fringe maps. Here is an example of the
eigen-images from readout channel 13 (top). While the fringe
models are trained on a 1-dimensional array of pixels, the 2-
dimensional fringes remain intact. The fringe pattern of the
readout channel is clearly evident with slight variations in
position and strength amongst the first four eigen-images.
However the last two components (and to some extent the
first four) primarily capture smooth global gradients that
would ideally be removed by flat fielding. The fractional
explained variance for each component across all 64 fringe
models (bottom) confirms that the fifth and sixth compo-
nents are contributing far less variance to the overall varia-
tion, as shown by their relatively small explained variance.
The first component captures 64.6% of the pixel variance
while the sixth component captures only 5.0% of the pixel
variance. In total six PCA components reconstructs 95.0%
of the variance seen in our pixel sample. This justifies the
choice of training our models on no more than six compo-
nents.

https://portal.nersc.gov/project/ptf/iband. In October

2019, fringez was implemented into the ZTF IPAC

data reduction pipeline with fringe models built on 500

training images per readout channel. All i-band images

taken up to this point were also reprocessed to remove

atmospheric fringes. In November 2020, the version

of fringe models used for generating fringe bias images

were updated to models built on the 550,365 i-band

images described and investigated in this paper. This

implementation of fringez and the current version of

https://github.com/MichaelMedford/fringez
https://portal.nersc.gov/project/ptf/iband
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fringe models will continue to be a part of the IPAC

data reduction pipeline in ZTF-II.

4. MEASURING IMPROVED PHOTOMETRIC

PRECISION

4.1. The Uniform Background Indicator

In order to assess the effect of our de-fringing method,

we require a quantitative method for measuring the ad-

ditional correlated background noise caused by atmo-

spheric fringes. We here define the Uniform Background

Indicator (UBI) as Ψ:

Ψ =
std({Fbackground})

median({σbackground})
(1)

The UBI is calculated by performing aperture pho-

tometry at random locations on the background of an

image and dividing the standard deviation of the mea-

sured background fluxes with the median error in these

flux measurements. For an image of uniform Gaussian

noise, Ψ ≈ 1 as the distribution in background fluxes

will be equal to the average flux error across all mea-

surements. In this case, there exists no global variance

which is not captured by the local error term. For an

image with correlated background noise, Ψ > 1 because

the different background values sampled by the aper-

tures will introduce additional variance into the numer-

ator of Equation 1 not captured by the local error terms

in the denominator. The flux errors in Equation 1 must

be calculated locally, for example by taking the root-

mean-square of the pixel values in a small area around

each pixel. When calculating the flux error, the addi-

tional aperture area term that arises from combining

pixel variances must be divided out so that both the

flux and flux error have equal units. The size of this

area must be smaller than the spatial scale of the cor-

related background noise so that there exists negligible

variation in the background value within the box. We

found that setting the flux error equal to the root-mean-

square of a 10 pixel by 10 pixel box around each pixel

to be the right size for characterizing ZTF i-band at-

mospheric fringe patterns. The aperture size should be

chosen to be approximately the PSF scale of the instru-

ment.

We validated using the UBI as a measurement of cor-

related background noise through a controlled experi-

ment. We generated images containing only Gaussian

noise that were the same size as ZTF images. The error

on each pixel value was set as the root-mean-square of

the pixels values in a 10 pixel by 10 pixel box around

that pixel. We then laid 50,000 circular apertures onto

the image and calculated the aperture flux and aper-

ture flux error of each measurement. The UBI was then

measured as the ratio of the standard deviation of the

aperture fluxes to the median of the aperture flux er-

rors. The UBI was measured five times on each image

to determine an error on the measurement.

In Figure 5, we show the results of this experiment for

varying aperture sizes. For all these Gaussian images

Ψ ≈ 1, confirming our interpretation that this value

indicates no correlated background noise on an image.

After correctly removing the effects of the area weight

for the aperture flux errors, this value is consistent for

any size of aperture. The location and scale of the Gaus-

sian noise was found to have no effect on this measure-

ment. Figure 5 also shows three example images with

correlated background noise and the UBI values that

they produce, covering the range of Ψ that we detected

throughout this analysis. These example images show

the correlation between a quantitatively larger Ψ and

a qualitative increase in the appearance of atmospheric

fringes.

Figure 5. The Uniform Background Indicator Ψ equals ap-
proximately 1 for a range of aperture sizes on images of Gaus-
sian noise (top). This validates interpreting Ψ ≈ 1 as mea-
suring no correlated background noise in an image. Three
example i-band images and their Ψ values are shown (bot-
tom). More prominent atmospheric fringes correlates with
an increase in the value of Ψ.

Having verified that the UBI is a valid indicator of cor-

related background noise, we next measured the effect

of removing atmospheric fringes on the UBI. A sam-

ple of g-band, r-band and i-band images was created by

downloading one random image for each filter, readout-

channel and field observed in the ZUDS survey from the

week of 2020-02-01 to 2020-02-08 with a limiting mag-

nitude greater than 19. This sampling method ensured

a representative sample of airmass and limiting mag-

nitude for ZTF observations, while removing images of
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extremely low quality from the sample. Our final sam-

ple contains 1408 g-band, 1407 r-band, and 1472 i-band

images across a range of stellar densities. Each of the i-

band images was cleaned using our method described in

Section 3. The UBI was then calculated for each of the

fringed science images, as well as the cleaned images.

The distribution of the UBI for all of the images in our

sample is shown in Figure 6, with Ψ ≥ 1 as expected.

The g-band and r-band images each have a nearly nor-

mal UBI distribution with medians of Ψ = 1.13 and Ψ =

1.16, indicating a small but measurable amount of cor-

related background noise remaining after flat-fielding.

The i-band images contain far more correlated back-

ground noise and are notably bimodal, with one popula-

tion averaging Ψ = 1.33 and a second wider distribution

averaging a larger Ψ = 1.91. This split is caused by

the location of the readout channel on the image plane.

The inner 32 readout channels (16 ≤ rcid < 48) with

their additional layer of AR coating are less susceptible

to atmospheric fringing. The outer 32 readout channels

(0 ≤ rcid < 16, 48 ≤ rcid < 64) experience significantly

more fringing due to a lack of an additional later of AR

coating. Less than 20% of the images have a Ψ < 1.72

and the 20% most fringed images have a Ψ ≥ 2.20. The

cleaned i-band images show indistinguishable behavior

between the inner and outer readout channels forming a

single distribution averaging Ψ = 1.15. This population

appears similar to the g-band and r-band populations,

indicating a successful removal of atmospheric fringes.

However the g-band and r-band images have a signifi-

cantly longer tails with an 80th percentile of Ψ = 1.28

and Ψ = 1.32 respectively, compared to an 80th per-

centile for cleaned i-band images of Ψ = 1.20. This

indicates that there is correlated background noise oc-

curring in g-band and r-band images that PCA analysis

could potentially model and remove. It is clear that the

process of removing atmospheric fringes significantly re-

duces correlated background noise from i-band images.

It is reasonable to predict that UBI will increase with

airmass, as the presence of atmospheric fringes is caused

from the column of atmosphere through which images

are taken. This is found to be the case in Figure 7,

where collecting the images into airmass bins and calcu-

lating the median UBI shows a trend toward larger UBI

for larger airmass in i-band images. There is a slight

increase in the g-band and r-band images as well, al-

though the effect is relatively weak. The cleaned i-band

images have comparable UBI values to the g-band and

r-band images, again confirming the effectiveness of our

method.

While the UBI is a useful tool to calculate a metric for

measuring the presence of correlated background noise,

Figure 6. Our sample of g-band, r-band and i-band im-
ages show distinctively different distributions in their Uni-
form Background Indicator (UBI) as shown in both a his-
togram (top) and cumulative distribution function (bottom).
The g-band (green) and r-band (red) average Ψ ≈ 1.15 in-
dicating a small but measurable amount of correlated back-
ground noise after flat fielding. The i-band is split between
two populations. The images taken on the inner 32 readout
channels (light blue) are only moderately affected by atmo-
spheric fringing, averaging Ψ = 1.33. However the outer
32 readout channels (dark blue) are significantly affected by
these fringes, with an average of Ψ = 1.91 and less than 20%
of the images with Ψ < 1.72. The population of cleaned i-
band images (yellow) is monomodal and has a median value
similar to the g-band and r-band of Ψ = 1.15. ZTF i-band
images processed with our method show similar amounts of
correlated background noise as present in g-band and r-band
images.

a quantification of the improvement in photometric pre-

cision from this method requires determining how the

measurement of a source is effected by the presence and

removal of atmospheric fringes. We will first determine
the photometric error caused by atmospheric fringes rel-

ative to a reference catalog. Next we will measure the

additional photometric scatter when measuring 5-sigma

fake sources injected into a single image. Last we will

measure the recoverability of 0.5-sigma fake sources in-

jected into 100 images before a median co-addition is

applied. For each of these experiments we will demon-

strate how our method significantly improves the photo-

metric precision of faint sources affected by atmospheric

fringes.

4.2. Photometric Error Due to Fringes

First we measure the photometric error caused by at-

mospheric fringes. For each of the i-band images in our

sample, we used SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996)

to generate an instrumental photometric aperture cata-
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Figure 7. The Uniform Background Indicator (UBI) corre-
lates with airmass for i-band images with significant amounts
of atmospheric fringes. Observing sources through the addi-
tional column of atmosphere increases the exposure to stim-
ulated emission of atmospheric lines that caused the emer-
gence of fringes. Cleaning the i-band images removes this
correlation and produces a relationship with airmass indis-
tinguishable from the g-band and r-band populations.

log of astrophysical sources. We then cross-matched the

original and cleaned images with Pan-STARRS1 (PS1)

(Chambers et al. 2016) i-band catalogs downloaded from

the Vizier database using astroquery (Ginsburg et al.

2019) to create cross-matched catalogs. A zeropoint was

calculated for each image using matching sources with

PS1 i-band magnitudes less than 17. This zeropoint was

used to transform the instrumental photometric cata-

logs into ZTF i-band magnitudes comparable with PS1

i-band magnitudes, as well as to calculate a 5-sigma lim-

iting magnitude for each image. After removing images

with a limiting magnitude less than 21 to ensure reason-

able measurement of faint sources, our final sample size

was 738 images. For each pair of fringed and cleaned im-

ages, the cross-matched catalogs were used to find the

variance in the difference between ZTF and PS1 magni-

tudes for stars within a magnitude bin. The photometric

error caused by fringes is then calculated as:

σmag = std(mPS1 −mZTF) (2)

σfringe =
√
σ2
mag,fringed − σ2

mag,cleaned (3)

The photometric error due to fringing is shown in

Figure 8, plotted separately for different faint magni-

tude bins against the UBI of the fringed images before

cleaning. Images with larger UBI values have larger

amounts of additional magnitude scatter relative to the

PanSTARRS catalog than those images with smaller

UBI values. Those images with Ψ ≤ 1.3 appear to

have marginal improvement to their photometric pre-

cision due to removing fringes. However, images with

Ψ > 1.3 show significant photometric errors due to fring-

ing that our method removes. Images with Ψ = 1.75

have a 0.21 magnitude error on 19.5 magnitude stars,

0.35 magnitude error on 20.5 magnitude stars and a 0.43

magnitude error on 21.5 magnitude stars. Images with

Ψ = 2.0 have a 0.28 magnitude error on 19.5 magnitude

stars, 0.46 magnitude error on 20.5 magnitude stars and

a 0.57 magnitude error on 21.5 magnitude stars. The

worst 10% of i-band images in the outer readout chan-

nels have Ψ ≥ 2.4, resulting in errors as large as 0.21

magnitudes for 18.5 magnitude stars and up to 0.39 mag-

nitudes for 19.5 magnitude stars. Images with Ψ ≥ 2.3

have very few sources fainter than 19.5 magnitude in

the figure, indicating that these images fail to pass the

limiting magnitude cut. They are a systemic error term

in addition to Gaussian noise. Our method recovers the

faint end of the luminosity function that would other-

wise be unobservable in ZTF i-band images.

Figure 8. Measurement of the photometric error on faint
sources due to fringing on 738 high quality i-band images as
shown against the Uniform Background Indicator (UBI) of
the fringed image before cleaning. This error is calculated by
comparing the variance in the difference between ZTF and
PS1 magnitudes before and after removing fringes. Larger
UBI values correlate with larger amounts of photometric er-
ror, getting as large as 0.46 magnitudes for 20.5 magnitude
sources and 0.57 magnitudes for 21.5 magnitude sources at
Ψ = 2.0. Atmospheric fringes add a significant systematic
error to the photometry of faint sources that our method is
able to remove.

4.3. Effects on Fake Sources: Single Epoch

Another way to measure the effect of atmospheric

fringes on photometric precision of faint sources is

through the injection and recovery of fake sources. We

selected an i-band image with Ψ = 1.78 as a repre-

sentative image. The image’s zeropoint and 5-sigma

limiting magnitude were calculated using a cross-match

to PanSTARRS1 sources as described above. A PSF for

the image was derived using the psfex (Bertin 2011) and
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the galsim (Rowe et al. 2015) python package. 100 5-

sigma sources were injected into the original image using

this PSF model at random locations, including Poisson

noise. The image was then cleaned using the fringez

package. Photometric catalogs using both aperture and

PSF photometry were calculated on the original and

cleaned images using SExtractor. We also calculated

the ideal aperture corrected flux of the injected fake

sources by calculating the median ratio of aperture to

PSF fluxes of high signal-to-noise astrophysical sources

from the catalogs, for both fringed and cleaned images.

We then repeated this process 50 times for a total of

5000 fake sources injected to form our sample. We

also duplicated this experiment with the SExtractor

BACKGROUND parameter set to LOCAL and GLOBAL to test

the effects of forcing the source identification algorithm

to attempt to characterize local variations in the back-

ground noise.

Figure 9 shows the results of this experiment. The

distributions show the fractional offset of the measured

flux to the injected flux scaled by the theoretical error

on a 5-sigma source. Plots are drawn in log-scale to

highlight the long tail of overestimated measurements

for images that have not been cleaned, with a Gaussian

distribution drawn in gray as a reference.

We first note some observations about the quality of

recovered fake sources on the images which have not

been cleaned. Setting the SExtractor BACKGROUND pa-

rameter to LOCAL has an immediate improvement on

making correct measurements for both aperture and

PSF photometry, reducing the long tail of overestimat-

ing the source’s brightness. This long tail is due to

sources that fall onto the additive atmospheric fringes.

LOCAL computes the background flux with a rectangular

annulus around the source that prevents attributing the

additional brightness in the aperture or PSF model to

the source but instead to the background. PSF photom-

etry is exceptionally poor at correctly identifying this

background as a PSF model derived from all sources

across the image plane will be artificially broadened on

an image with fringes. Aperture photometry also shows

a long tail toward overestimating the brightness due

to excessively bright local backgrounds for sources on

fringes. Switching to a LOCAL background also reduces

the long tail in this case, showing results that are quite

close to those in the cleaned catalog. It should be noted

that for all aperture photometry results there are miss-

ing sources at the underestimated flux end of the distri-

bution, as those sources are shifted to the right due to

the mis-estimation of the background. In the absence of

a method to remove fringes, performing aperture pho-

tometry with a LOCAL background is the best method

for minimizing the effects of atmospheric fringes.

The sources from the cleaned catalogs are more ac-

curately and precisely measured under all conditions.

There is a slight tail of overestimated fluxes when per-

forming PSF photometry but it is far closer to a Gaus-

sian distribution than without cleaning. For both LOCAL

and GLOBAL backgrounds, the distribution of recovered

sources in the cleaned catalogs very nearly resembles a

Gaussian distribution. There exists only a few sources

with measured fluxes exceeding the injected flux caus-

ing a deficit of fainter sources. Aperture photometry

remains the best way to evaluate sources even where at-

mospheric fringes have been removed. However the cat-

alogs are invariant to the selection of the SExtractor

BACKGROUND parameter. Failure to clean images con-

taining atmospheric fringes results in a systematic over-

estimation of the flux of faint sources. Applying our

method enables near-ideal recovery of 5-sigma sources

for a variety of measurement methods.

4.4. Effects on Fake Sources: Multi Epoch

It is particularly difficult to overcome the effects of

fringes when combining multiple images of the same field

to recover sources fainter than a single image’s limiting

magnitude. Changing atmospheric conditions and vari-

ous observational airmass will alter the strength of the

atmospheric fringes, while dithering and sky motion will

place astrophysical sources onto slightly different pix-

els for each exposures. Failure to remove atmospheric

fringes will contribute significant excess flux to either a

co-addition or median filtering of multiple images. We

demonstrate here this effect quantitatively by injecting

extremely faint sources into individual images and at-

tempting to measure them in a co-addition.

100 i-band images of the same field were zero-pointed

using the previously outlined method and each injected

with 0.5 sigma sources at a common list of 100 co-

ordinates in right ascension and declination. These

sources should theoretically appear as 5-sigma sources

after combining the 100 i-band images as the signal-

to-noise increases as the square root of the total ex-

posure time. All images were then cleaned with the

fringez package. SCAMP (Bertin 2006) was run to find

astrometric projection parameters for each of the im-

ages such that they could be transformed onto a com-

mon reference frame. All fringed and cleaned images

were then combined into two separate co-additions us-

ing SWarp (Bertin et al. 2002), both generated with a

median combination filter and background subtraction.

Aperture photometry catalogs were then generated on

the final co-additions using SExtractor with the LOCAL
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Figure 9. The measured flux of 5000 fake 5-sigma sources injected into an i-band image on the fringed images (orange)
and after cleaning (red) using the SExtractor GLOBAL background setting (top), LOCAL background setting (bottom), aperture
photometry (left) and PSF photometry (right). On each sub-figure a Gaussian of 5000 sources is drawn (gray) as a visual
guide. In all cases the cleaning method significantly increases the accuracy and precision of the recovered flux, particularly for
PSF photometry where attempting photometry on images with fringes can often result in overestimating the brightness of the
source. Aperture photometry also overestimates the flux resulting in a deficit of lower flux detections than would be statistically
expected, although to a lesser degree. If a method for removing fringes is not applied, it is best to use the SExtractor LOCAL

background setting and a catalog of aperture photometry to best measure the true magnitude of faint sources.

background setting. Sources at the locations of the in-

jected signals were recovered and their signal-to-noise

measured as the ratio of the aperture flux to the locally

determined aperture flux error. We then repeated this

process 50 times for a total of 5000 fake sources dis-

tributed over 50 fringed and 50 cleaned co-additions.

Figure 10 shows the quantitative and qualitative

photometric improvements to these recovered sources.

Sources observed on fringed co-additions peak at a signal

to noise of 3, pushing them below the typical 5-sigma

observable threshold. These sources also have a long

tail of excessive flux stretching as high as 10 sigma due

to the additional flux caused by atmospheric fringes.

Sources observed on cleaned co-additions are observed

much closer to their theoretical distribution. These

sources peak at exactly 5-sigma and the large majority

of sources are within the normal signal-to-noise range

of 4 to 6. There still exists a tail of excessive fluxes,

demonstrating that our method is failing to remove

all excessive correlated background from the individ-

ual exposures. However our method clearly produces

an observed flux distribution that is much closer to a

Gaussian distribution.

The largest difference between the two populations ap-

pears in their yields. Of the 5000 sources injected into

each of the fringed and cleaned images, 1161 sources

were recovered from cleaned co-additions and only 156

sources were recovered from fringed co-additions. Over

95% of the 0.5 sources injected into the fringed images

failed to be recovered after co-addition. The order of
magnitude increase in the number of sources recovered

by our method enables ZTF i-band surveys to recover

faint sources that would otherwise have been extremely

unlikely to observe. We note that forced photometry at

the known locations of the fake sources may have in-

creased the recovered yields for both populations but

would fail to be an accurate representation of the obser-

vation process undertaken for unknown sources.

Our analysis demonstrates the power of our method

to remove photometric error due to atmospheric fringes

and enable the recovery of faint sources in both single

images and co-additions that would otherwise have been

undetectable. Failure to implement a method for remov-

ing atmospheric fringes greatly reduces the effectiveness

of the i-band filter for observing any sources fainter than

18th magnitude. Our method increases the photomet-
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Figure 10. The signal-to-noise distribution of 5000 0.5
sigma sources injected into 100 images after a median co-
addition (top) for images with atmospheric fringes (orange)
and after cleaning (red). The photometric catalogs were
generated with a SExtractor LOCAL background and aper-
ture photometry. 1161 sources were recovered in the cleaned
images and only 156 sources were recovered in the fringed
images, demonstrating the necessity to clean i-band images
in any attempt to find faint sources after multi-epoch co-
addition. Those sources that were recovered in the fringed
images were most likely to be detected at an artificially low
signal-to-noise, with a long tail of higher signal-to-noise due
to falling on positive fringes. The cleaned images have a dis-
tribution much closer to Gaussian, with a small deficit at
the low signal-to-noise end that also appears as a tail at the
higher end. The photometric improvement in multi-epoch
co-additions can be clearly seen in as a smoothly varying
background and the presence of faint sources after cleaning
has been applied (bottom).

ric precision of the i-band to that of g-band and r-band

images that do not suffer from atmospheric fringes.

5. DISCUSSION

Over the past 30 years astronomy has moved from a

science driven by the studies of individual, often unique,

objects to one in which astronomical surveys are unrav-

eling new astrophysics through the statistical analysis

of large samples of data. While the field of cosmology

has driven much of this effort, it is now playing a vi-

tal role in nearly all branches of astronomy. From the

measurement of H0 (Freedman 2017), to the mapping of

the structure of the MW through astrometry (Gaia Col-

laboration et al. 2018), to the detection of new planets

around distant stars (Borucki et al. 2010), we are clearly

in the era of precision astronomy. ZTF, a forebearer of

future wide-field survey such as LSST on the Vera C.

Rubin Observatory is no different. Many of its science

goals hinge on precise photometric measurements, chief

among them cosmological measurements from Type Ia

supernovae as this field is no longer dominated by sta-

tistical uncertainty, but rather systematic uncertainties

(Abbott et al. 2019).

The application of our method has several benefits

beyond the photometric quality of individual i-band im-

ages. Image references are constructed through the com-

bination of as many as 40 epochs taken at a single field.

As shown in Section 4.4, removing fringes significantly

improves the photometric precision on a multi-epoch co-

addition. This will also greatly improve the quality of

the ZTF alert stream. The alert stream packets are

generated on difference images created from subtract-

ing individual epochs from a multi-epoch co-addition

(after appropriate scaling). Correctly removing fringes

makes visible the faint end of the luminosity function

that would otherwise not be observable in the i-band

alert stream.

Future work on removing atmospheric fringes using

PCA could improve upon our method in several ways.

Training on CCDs instead of readout channels could

produce better eigen-images by including more corre-

lated pixels in each set of features. Also, different meth-

ods of calculating the local flux error such as calculat-

ing the root-mean-square error on a smaller (or larger)

box around each pixel could produce a less noisy UBI

measurement. Lastly, investigating the eigenvalues for

fringe bias images generated on different readout chan-

nels from the same exposure could reveal correlations

that could be used to perturb the fringe bias into a bet-

ter fit for each fringed readout channel. Treating each

readout channel as entirely independent, while conve-

nient and a natural fit for the IPAC processing pipeline,

may leave out valuable information that could improve

our method.

The eigen-images shown in Figure 2, as well as the

eigen-images of many of the other fringe models, show
significant smooth variations that are not being re-

moved by the current flat fielding pipeline. This in-

dicates that the fringe bias images include not only at-

mospheric fringes, but residual global gradients. Future

work could be done on exploring the application of this

PCA method to supplement or even replace the current

flat fielding pipeline on not only the i-band images, but

g-band and r-band images as well. The Uniform Back-

ground Indicator can be used as a quantitative measure-

ment to compare how well a PCA method, as compared

to more classical flat fielding methods, generates astro-

nomical images with normal backgrounds.
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